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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION - THE TxDOT PROJECT 

As more microprocessor-based electronics are used in modem motor vehicles, the 

compatibility between vehicle electronic systems and after-market electronic equipment 

has become increasingly important. Radio frequency interference (RFI) between these 

systems, which causes compatibility problems, can produce random failure of both 

original equipment manufacturer (OEM) and after-market components. Failure of critical 

vehicle systems can pose grave safety problems and adversely affect the operation of the 

vehicles. 

Recognizing the significance of RF emissions in modem vehicles, the Society of 

Automotive Engineers (SAE) has been involved in writing electromagnetic compatibility 

(EMC) standards since 1957. These standards are continually examined and updated to 

keep pace with technology. The SAE J551/4 test[l], a standard vehicle EMC test, is 

being used by the three major US vehicle manufacturers. Comparable European 

standards also exist, and there are other more specialized standards and specifications that 

are related to automotive RFI issues, such as TxDOT Test Method Tex-899-B.[2] 

Extensive RFI testing by vehicle manufacturers typically provides adequate 

protection for OEM-installed electronics. Great efforts are made to assure all of the 

subsystems in a vehicle work correctly and are not affected by any electrical noise 

generated within the vehicle. And to some extent, the vehicle is also assured to work 

properly in the presence of extemal interference signals. 



However, the manufacturer cannot test the vehicle under all conditions for after-

market subsystems. There is evidence of after-market compatibility problems with two-

way mobile radios, cellular phones, altemative fuel conversion systems and personal 

computers. So if one of these electronic subsystems is added to the vehicle, it may 

produce or receive interference with the existing vehicle electronic systems. 

The Texas Department of Transportation (TxDOT) is experiencing compatibility 

problems between its vehicles and after-market two-way communication systems. 

TxDOT depends heavily on the reliable use of two-way FM (Frequency Modulation) 

radios to conduct daily business. Reliable radio communication is critical to the 

successful fulfillment of TxDOT operations. But the interference with TxDOT two-way 

communication systems reduces the range which users can expect from tens of miles to, 

in some cases, less than one mile. Thus, there exists a requirement to develop new 

guidelines for control of RF emissions from the vehicles. 

The current TxDOT project conducted at Texas Tech University is divided into 

two test activities: whole-vehicle tests and laboratory bench-top simulation tests. The 

overall objective is to develop and validate effective RFI test procedures that will allow 

vehicle manufacturers to identify RFI problems related to the use of after-market two-

way radios in their vehicles. The project results include specific RFI limits for the 

vehicles. These results will be forwarded to vehicle manufacturers for consideration in 

future vehicle design and to SAE. 

This thesis covers the laboratory bench-top test part of the project. It is organized 

into five chapters: Chapter E is entitled, 'Laboratory Test System for FM Radios' and 



covers the description of the bench-top test setup for measurement of FM radio input 

noise voltage and SINAD (Signal, Noise, and Distortion) value for different noise 

sources. Chapter IE is entitled, 'Results for Narrow-Band Sources' and covers the 

examination of all types of narrow-band vehicle emissions. All the bench test results are 

provided. Chapter IV is entitled, 'Results for Broad-Band Sources' and covers the radio 

tests on two types of broad-band vehicle noise sources, and also the test data are listed in 

this chapter. Chapter V is entitled, 'Data Interpretation and Conclusions' and includes 

the summary of radio bench test results, the determination of the relationship between the 

limits imposed by SAE J551/4 and TxDOT Tex-899-B, and finally, the conclusion on 

how SAE J551/4 might be substituted for TxDOT Tex-889-B. Also covered in this 

chapter are back-door penetration observations on the TxDOT FM radios and a new 

working definition for narrow-band versus broad-band noise for use with SAE J551/4. 



CHAPTER E 

LABORATORY TEST SYSTEM FOR FM RADIOS 

RF Noise Sources in Vehicles 

TxDOT basic service tmcks are similar to consumer market vehicles with the 

exception of state-required propane conversion systems. Propane conversion systems 

allow the vehicles to run on gaseous propane as well as on gasoline. 

In general, modem motor vehicles have three major RFI noise sources that can 

significantly effect the performance of the two-way FM radios. The first noise source is 

the spark ignition system for the intemal combustion engine, a well-known noise source 

in vehicles. The second one is DC (Direct Current) motor noise. For example, both fiiel 

pump and HVAC (Heater Ventilation Air Conditioner) fan provide significant amounts 

of noise. The third noise source is associated with the microprocessor-based systems, 

which are used more and more in modern motor vehicles. They communicate with a 

variety of sensors and actuators throughout the vehicle. These microprocessor systems 

are primarily digital systems operating at relatively high frequencies. The switching of 

the digital circuits generates even higher frequencies over a broad frequency range, 

including the TxDOT two-way FM radio band. RF emissions from the microprocessor-

based systems can form different types of spectra when the microprocessor mns on 

different instmctions or programs. 



Vehicle EMC Test Methods of Interest 

There are two vehicle EMC test methods which were used and investigated in this 

TxDOT project. They are the SAE Standard J551/4 and the TxDOT Test Method Tex-

899-B. 

The current SAE J551/4 version was updated and issued in 1994. This standard 

contains test limits and procedures for the measurement of radio disturbances in the 

frequency range of 150 kHz to 1000 MHz. There are three types of limits in this 

standard: narrow-band peak, broad-band peak and broad-band quasi-peak. The last one, 

being mainly used in Europe, was omitted in this thesis. 

The TxDOT Test Method Tex-899-B, which involves a SINAD test, provides test 

limits and methods to assure the compatibility of TxDOT fleet vehicles and VHF (Very 

High Frequency) radio equipment operating in the frequency ranges of 30 to 50 MHz and 

150 to 174 MHz. The SINAD, normally expressed in dB, is defined as a ratio as follows: 

'̂ rms value of signal, noise, and distortion^ 
SnNJAD = 201og 10 

V rms value of noise and distortion j 

There exists one important difference between these two test methods. The SAE 

J551/4 test measures the RF emissions received by an antenna on the vehicle. On the 

contrary, the TxDOT Tex-899-B test measures the effect on a radio of emissions received 

by an antenna on the vehicle. 



TxDOT Two-Wav FM Communication Radios 

TxDOT has several different models of two-way FM radios in use in their vehicle 

fleet. Every model has its own features, but all TxDOT two-way FM radios have the 

same basic characteristics: First, they all operate in the frequency range of 47-48 MHz, 

which is the TxDOT low-band VHF frequency range. Second, their receiver sensitivity 

to a standard FM signal is better than -115 dBm for a 12 dB SINAD. Third, the receiver 

bandwidth is between 13 kHz and 16 kHz. Fourth, the audio bandwidth of these radios 

extends from 300 to 3000 Hz. Fifth, the receiver includes a noise blanker circuit. 

Bench-Top Test System 

The objective of this bench-top simulation test was to determine the correlation 

between the limits imposed by the two test methods, SAE J551/4 and TxDOT Tex-899-

B, including the dependence on individual radio and different type of noise. Figure 1 

shows the general bench-top test setup. It was used to simulate the vehicle RF emissions, 

and to measure the FM radio input noise voltage for the SAE J551/4 test and the SINAD 

value for the TxDOT Tex-899-B test. 

In order to simulate the real-world RF emissions from the vehicles, several 

different types of simulation noise sources are used in this laboratory test system. Two 

fuel pumps and one HVAC fan are used for the broad-band motor noise sources. The 

ignition noise is also simulated in the tests. An IC (Integrated Circuit) board was used for 

measuring the RF emissions from a microcontroller. For other narrow-band noise from a 

microcontroller-based system, a CW (Continuous Wave) signal and an HMCW (Heavily 
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Figure 1. Block Diagram of Bench Test Setup 



Modulated Continuous Wave) signal are generated for simulation purposes. We use the 

terminology HMCW to mean 100% amplitude modulation (AM) with rectangular pulses. 

In addition, for the sake of completeness, sinusoidal AM and FM signals are also used as 

noise sources for this bench-top test. 

A 1.0 [iV FM signal is generated to simulate the communication signal voltage 

delivered by an antenna on the vehicle. It is combined with one of the noise sources by a 

hybrid junction. This four-port hybrid junction is shown in Figure 2. There is no 

coupling between ports 1 and 3, nor between ports 2 and 4. Signals entering ports 2 and 

4 are coupled as indicated by the arrows in the figure. The combined signals come out 

from ports 1 and 3. There is a 3.6 dB attenuation from port 2 or 4 to port 1, and a 3.2 dB 

attenuation from port 2 or 4 to port 3. 

Noise Source 

FM Radio ^ ^ EMI Receiver 
or 

Spectmm Analyzer 

Signal Source 

Figure 2. A 4-port Hybrid Junction 
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The noise source and signal source are connected to port 2 and port 4 

respectively. Port 1 is connected to an EMI (Electromagnetic Interference) receiver to 

measure the FM radio input noise voltage for SAE J551/4 test, or to a spectmm analyzer 

for spectmm checks. Port 3 is connected to a TxDOT two-way FM radio. Ten radios of 

five different models are used in this TxDOT project. They are three GE RANGR's, two 

Ericsson ORION'S, two Motorola MaraTrac's, two Motorola SYNTOR X's, and one 

Kenwood TK-630H. Three frequencies, 47.00 MHz, 47.02 MHz, and 47.18 MHz, were 

chosen for the tests. The audio output from the radio is put into a SINAD meter to get the 

SINAD reading for the TxDOT Tex-899-B test. 

We used two different amplitude units, dBjiV and dBm, in this TxDOT project. 

The amplitude, expressed in dB relative to 1 |iV, is referred to as dB|iV, that is, 

,x̂  TT ««, I volts 
dB^V ^ 201og,o - — . 

And the amplitude unit, dBm, is expressed in dB above 1 mW, that is, 

dBm = dBmW 

'̂  watts ̂  
= lOlog 10 

VJ ImW, 

For a 50 n system, the conversion between }xV, dBfiV and dBm is as follows: 

1 |iV = 0 dB îV 

= -107 dBm. 



Principal Test Equipment 

According to their usage, the various items of test equipment are divided into 

different categories: RF sources, RF receiving equipment, SINAD meter, oscilloscopes, 

network analyzer, and passive devices. Table 1 gives the brand and model of the 

equipment, along with its usage. 

Table 1. Brand and Model of Principle Test Equipment 

Category 
RF Sources 

RF Receiving 
Equipment 
SINAD Meter 

Oscilloscopes 

Network Analyzer 

Passive Devices 

Brand and Model 
Fluke 6060B Signal Generator 
R&S CMS54 Radiocommunication 
Service Monitor 

E-H Research Labs 139B Pulse 
Generator 
HP 8592L Spectmm Analyzer 
R&S ESS EMI Receiver 
HP 8903 A Audio Analyzer, 
readings/second = 2 
HP 54616B, 2 GSa/s, 500 MHz 
Fluke PM3370A, 1 MSa/s, 60 MHz 

HP 8753C 

Synergy Microwave DJK-702 0°-
180° Hybrid Junction 
Weinschel 3200T-1 Programmable 
Attenuator 

Usage 
FM Signal 
CW Noise, AM Noise, 
FM Noise, and HMCW 
Noise 
Ignition Noise and 
HMCW Noise 
Spectmm Checks 
All Noise Measurements 
12 dB Reading 

RF Waveforms 
AF (Audio Frequency) 
Waveforms 
S-parameters of Hybrid 
Junction 
Couple Together Multiple 
Devices 
Ignition, Fuel Pump, and 
HVAC Fan Noise Sources 
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General Test Procedure 

The general test procedure for this bench-top test is as follows. 

First, choose one frequency for the radio under test. 

Second, use the signal generator to get an FM signal with the same frequency as 

the radio, and with 1.0 kHz modulation frequency and 3.3 kHz frequency deviation. And 

adjust the radio volume control for 1.0 W audio output power. 

Third, with the FM signal only, do a sensitivity test on the radio. 

Fourth, switch on a noise source in addition to a 1.0 piV FM signal, and adjust the 

noise voltage level to get a 12 dB reading on the SINAD meter. This 12 dB SINAD 

value is the test limit for the radios to pass the TxDOT Tex-899-B. 

Fifth, tum off the signal generator, and use the EMI receiver to measure the noise 

vohage with a 10 kHz or 120 kHz bandwidth, depending on whether the noise is narrow

band or broad-band. This step provides the SAE J551/4 test value corresponding to the 

above Tex-899-B limit. 

The Automatic Testing Program 

The test equipment is also connected to a computer via GPIB (General Purpose 

Interface Bus) cables. A programmable attenuator is attached to the computer as well. 

The computer is used for automatic control of the test equipment and data acquisition in 

some tests. Automatic testing programs were written using LabVIEW, which is a 

graphical programming language. The advantages of the automatic measurement are that 
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more data and a greater variety of data can be obtained and fewer operator errors can be 

expected. 

In an automatic test, the computer adjusts the amount of attenuation provided by 

the programmable attenuator to control the noise level entering the radio under test. Once 

the 12 dB SINAD value is achieved, the computer will record the noise voltage level and 

save the data to a text file. Figure 3 is a screen shot of a program when it ran a test using 

the fuel pump as a noise source. 

Fuel Pump Test Program with ESS.vi 
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Figure 3. A Run-Time Screen Shot of the Automatic Testing Program 
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CHAPTER m 

RESULTS FOR NARROW-BAND SOURCES 

In this chapter, the results from all the narrow-band noise sources are presented. 

According to their modulation characteristics, these simulated narrow-band vehicle 

emissions are divided into four categories: CW noise, AM noise (rectangular pulse and 

sinusoidal), FM noise and AM/FM noise. Since these sources are narrow-band, a 10 kHz 

measurement bandwidth was used on the R&S ESS EMI receiver for measuring the RF 

noise voltage according to SAE Standard J551/4. The spectra and RF waveforms shown 

in this chapter are printouts from the HP 8592L spectmm analyzer and the HP 54616B 

oscilloscope. 

Radio Noise Blankers 

Besides the frequency-domain filters, every TxDOT two-way FM radio has a 

noise blanker circuit, which can be turned manually on or off The noise blanker is 

devised to reduce noise on a time-domain basis because in some situations frequency-

domain filtering is not adequate due to the magnitude of the disturbance. [3] The noise 

blanker is triggered by the interfering signals or noise and renders the system inoperative 

for the duration of the interference. 

Although the exact working mechanism of the noise blanker is unknown for the 

TxDOT radios, the observation on the bench shows that it is not effective against the 

narrow-band noise so that either noise blanker on or off can be used in the narrow-band 
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noise tests. Therefore, for the sake of consistency, the radio noise blanker was switched 

on in the tests with the narrow-band sources. 

FM Signal 

The FM signal is obtained by using the Fluke 6060B signal generator. It was set 

to the same frequency as the radio under test, with 1.0 kHz modulation frequency and 3.3 

kHz frequency deviation as specified in TxDOT Tex-889-B. This FM signal was used in 

all the bench-top simulation tests, and its voltage level was set to 1.0 |iV because this 

value is the maximum allowed in the Tex-899-B test. Figure 4 shows the spectmm of 

this FM signal at 47.02 MHz with a 200 îV voltage level. 
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Figure 4. The Spectmm of a 47.02 MHz FM Signal with 1.0 kHz 
Modulation Frequency and 3.3 kHz Frequency Deviation 
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CW Noise Simulation and Test 

CW noise comes from microcontroller-based systems in vehicles. It is a 

harmonic of the microcontroller clock. On the bench, the R&S CMS54 

radiocommunication service monitor is used to simulate this type of noise. It is set to the 

same frequency as the radio under test. And there is no modulation on the signal. The 

spectmm of a 47.02 MHz CW signal is shown in Figure 5. 

For a CW signal, both theory and measurement using the R&S ESS EMI receiver 

show that its peak (PK) value is equal to its average (AV) value, that is, 

PK = AV. 

Two frequencies, 47.02 MHz and 47.18 MHz, and all the ten radios with noise 

blankers turned on were used in the test. Table 2 lists the bench test results for the 12 dB 

SINAD with a 1.0 |iV FM signal. From the test data, the average value and the standard 

deviation can be calculated using the following statistical methods: 

- Ex 
Average = X = ̂ =^— , 

n 
and 

y (X-X)^ 
Standard Deviation = S = ' 

n-1 

where X is the test data value and n is the number of test data. For the CW noise, these 

values are 

Average = -2.5 dB|iV, 

and 

Standard Deviation = 0.8 dB. 
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Figure 5. The Spectmm of 47.02 MHz CW Noise 

Table 2. Bench Test Data for CW Noise 

Radio Brand & Model 

GE RANGR (No. 1) 
GE RANGR (No. 2) 
GE RANGR (No. 3) 
Ericsson ORION (No. 1) 
Ericsson ORION (No. 2) 
Motorola MaraTrac (No. 1) 
Motorola MaraTrac (No. 2) 
Motorola SYNTOR X (No. 1) 
Motorola SYNTOR X (No. 2) 
Kenwood TK-630H 

Peak Level of CW Noise (dB^V) 
at Two Frequencies for 12 dB 
SINAD with 1.0 îV FM Signal 

47.02 MHz 
-3 
-3 
-3 
-1 
-3 
-2 
-2 
-2 
-2 
-4 

47.18 MHz 
-3 
-3 
-3 
-1 
-3 
-2 
-2 
-2 
-2 
-4 
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AM Noise Simulation and Test 

AM signals with two different types of modulation, square wave and sine wave, 

were used to simulate the AM noise sources that might be present in a vehicle. For all 

the tests in this section, the R&S CMS54 radiocommunication service monitor produced 

the AM signals and used the same frequency as the FM radio under test. 

HMCW noise can originate from microcontroller-based systems. On the bench, it 

is simulated by 100% externally amplitude modulating the R&S CMS54 

radioconmiunication service monitor with a 15% or 50% duty cycle square wave. The 

repetition rate in this test is 1.5 kHz. The 1.5 kHz rectangular pulse train is generated 

using the E-H Research Labs 139B Pulse Generator. This method was suggested by Don 

Hibbard and Daren Shanholtzer at the General Motors EMC Lab. The spectmm and RF 

waveform of a 47.02 MHz HMCW signal with a 15% duty cycle are shown in Figure 6. 

Figure 7 gives the same for a 50% duty cycle. 

For an HMCW signal with a 15% duty cycle, its average level is theoretically 16 

dB less than its peak level, that is, 

PK = AV+16dB. 

But this is different from the measured result using the R&S ESS EMI receiver, which 

showed a 13.8 dB difference between these two levels. The reason for this is that the 10 

kHz measurement bandwidth was used on the EMI receiver and this narrow bandwidth 

lowered the measured peak value of the signal. 

For the HMCW signal with a 50% duty cycle, the measurement gave the average 

level as 6.2 dB less than the peak level, that is, 
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PK = AV + 6.2 dB, 

which is slightly different from the theoretical value, 6 dB. 

The test results corresponding to the HMCW noise with two different duty cycles 

are listed in Table 3 and Table 4, respectively. Two frequencies, 47.02 MHz and 47.18 

MHz, were used in these tests, and five radios, three GE RANGR's and two Motorola 

MaraTrac's, were selected because these two models are the most used in the TxDOT 

vehicle fleet. From Table 3, the average and standard deviation values were calculated as 

Average = -1.1 dB^iV, 

and 

Standard Deviation = 0.2 dB. 

And from Table 4, the same calculation was also done to get the results: 

Average = -1.8 dB(iV, 

and 

Standard Deviation = 0.2 dB. 

Two other AM signals employing sinusoidal modulation were also used in the 

simulation tests. Whether such signals are produced in motor vehicles is unknown, but 

they are so easy to produce in the laboratory that they are included in this thesis. One of 

them was generated using the R&S CMS54 radiocommunication service monitor with 

90% modulation and 400 Hz modulation frequency. The spectmm of this signal at 47.02 

MHz is shown in Figure 8. Figure 9 gives the spectral display of the other AM signal at 

47.02 MHz. It was obtained with 100% modulation and 1.5 kHz modulation frequency 

ontheR&SCMS54. 
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Table 3. Bench Test Data for HMCW Noise 
with a 15% Duty Cycle 

Radio Brand & Model 

GE RANGR (No. 1) 
GE RANGR (No. 2) 
GE RANGR (No. 3) 
Motorola MaraTrac (No. 1) 
Motorola MaraTrac (No. 2) 

Peak Level of HMCW Noise (dB îV) 
at Two Frequencies for 12 dB 
SINAD with 1.0 nV FM Signal 

47.02 MHz 
-1.2 
-1.1 
-1.4 
-1.1 
-0.9 

47.18 MHz 
-1.2 
-1.1 
-1.4 
-1.1 
-0.9 

Table 4. Bench Test Data for HMCW Noise 
with a 50% Duty Cycle 

Radio Brand & Model 

GE RANGR (No. 1) 
GE RANGR (No. 2) 
GE RANGR (No. 3) 
Motorola MaraTrac (No. 1) 
Motorola MaraTrac (No. 2) 

Peak Level of HMCW Noise (dB îV) 
at Two Frequencies for 12 dB 
SINAD with 1.0 îV FM Signal 

47.02 MHz 
-2.0 
-1.9 
-1.8 
-1.6 
-2.0 

47.18 MHz 
-2.0 
-1.9 
-1.8 
-1.6 
-2.0 
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For these two AM signals, the measurement using R&S ESS EMI receiver 

showed that the average level is 6 dB less than the peak level, that is, 

PK = AV + 6dB, 

which agrees very well with the theoretical result. 

Two frequencies, 47.02 MHz and 47.18 MHz, were used in the tests. For the 400 

Hz AM noise, all ten radios were used, but only five radios, as above, were used for the 

1.5 kHz AM noise, for the same reason. Table 5 and Table 6 give the test results for the 

12 dB SINAD with a 1.0 |iV FM signal. From the bench test data, for the 400 Hz AM 

noise, the statistics give 

Average = -0.7 dB îV, 

and 

Standard Deviation = 0.3 dB. 

And for the 1.5 kHz AM noise, these values are 

Average = -1.9 dB|iV, 

and 

Standard Deviation = 0.2 dB. 

FM Noise Simulation and Test 

In this bench-top test, two FM signals were used to simulate the FM noise that 

might be present in a vehicle. The production of such noise by microcontrollers was 

suggested by Gus Morgan at the Texas Department of Transportation, and such noise also 

appears in PWM (Pulse Width Modulation) power supplies[4]. The FM signals were 
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Table 5. Bench Test Data for 400 Hz AM Noise 

Radio Brand & Model 

GE RANGR (No. 1) 
GE RANGR (No. 2) 
GE RANGR (No. 3) 
Ericsson ORION (No. 1) 
Ericsson ORION (No. 2) 
Motorola MaraTrac (No. 1) 
Motorola MaraTrac (No. 2) 
Motorola SYNTOR X (No. 1) 
Motorola SYNTOR X (No. 2) 
Kenwood TK-63 OH 

Peak Level of 400 Hz AM Noise (dB^V) 
at Two Frequencies for 12 SINAD with 

1.0 îVFM Signal 
47.02 MHz 

-1 
-1 
-1 
0 
-1 
0 
-1 
0 
0 
-2 

47.18 MHz 
-1 
-1 
-1 
0 
-1 
0 
-1 
0 
0 
-2 

Table 6. Bench Test Data for 1.5 kHz AM Noise 

Radio Brand & Model 

GE RANGR (No. 1) 
GE RANGR (No. 2) 
GE RANGR (No. 3) 
Motorola MaraTrac (No. 1) 
Motorola MaraTrac (No. 2) 

Peak Level of 1.5 kHz AM Noise (dB îV) 
at Two Frequencies for 12 dB SINAD 

with 1.0 nVFM Signal 
47.02 MHz 

-1.6 
-1.5 
-1.5 
-0.8 
-1.2 

47.18 MHz 
-1.6 
-1.5 
-1.5 
-0.8 
-1.2 
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generated using the R&S CMS54 radiocommunication service monitor with 400 Hz and 

1.5 kHz modulation frequencies and 3.0 kHz frequency deviation. Their spectra at 47.02 

MHz are given in Figure 10 and Figure 11, respectively. 

For such FM signals, the average level is 1.2 dB less than the peak level, that is, 

PK = AV+1.2dB, 

which was measured using the R&S ESS EMI receiver. Theoretically, the peak value of 

an FM signal is equal to its average value. 

Two frequencies, 47.02 MHz and 47.18 MHz, and nine of the ten radios were 

used in the tests for the 400 Hz FM noise because one of the Motorola SYNTOR X's had 

become inoperative. The same five radios as in the HMCW noise tests were chosen for 

the 1.5 kHz FM noise test. The bench test results are included in Table 7 and Table 8 for 

the 12 dB SINAD with a 1.0 [xV FM signal. By comparing these two tables, it is obvious 

that both FM waveforms have almost the same effects on the radios. From Table 7, the 

average value for the peak level and the standard deviation are: 

Average = -2.6 dBjiV, 

and 

Standard Deviation = 0.8 dB. 

And from Table 8, these values are: 

Average = -2.6 dB|iV, 

and 

Standard Deviation = 0.4 dB. 
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Table 7. Bench Test Data for 400 Hz FM Noise 

Radio Brand & Model 

GE RANGR (No. 1) 
GE RANGR (No. 2) 
GE RANGR (No. 3) 
Ericsson ORION (No. 1) 
Ericsson ORION (No. 2) 
Motorola MaraTrac (No. 1) 
Motorola MaraTrac (No. 2) 
Motorola SYNTOR X (No. 2) 
Kenwood TK-63 OH 

Peak Level of 400 Hz FM Noise (dB îV) 
at Two Frequencies for 12 dB 
SINAD with 1.0 l̂V FM Signal 

47.02 MHz 
-3 
-3 
-3 
-1 
-2 
-2 
-3 
-2 
-4 

47.18 MHz 
-3 
-3 
-3 
-1 
-2 
-2 
-3 
-2 
-4 

Table 8. Bench Test Data for 1.5 kHz FM Noise 
(with 3.0 kHz Frequency Deviation) 

Radio Brand & Model 

GE RANGR (No. 1) 
GE RANGR (No. 2) 
GE RANGR (No. 3) 
Motorola MaraTrac (No. 1) 
Motorola MaraTrac (No. 2) 

Peak Level of 1.5 kHz FM Noise (dB^V) 
at Two Frequencies for 12 dB SINAD 

with 1.0 liVFM Signal 
47.02 MHz 

•3.0 
-2.7 
-2.6 
1.8 

-2.8 

47.18 MHz 
-3.0 
-2.7 
-2.6 
-1.8 
-2.8 
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However, it is obvious that the above FM waveforms do not fill out the bandwidth 

of the TxDOT FM radios, which is a little less than 16 kHz. Thus we decided to increase 

the frequency deviation of the FM noise simulated with 1.5 kHz modulation frequency so 

that its spectmm can spread out over the radio's bandwidth. A test done on Motorola 

MaraTrac No. 2 at 47.02 MHz found that for the 12 dB SINAD with a 1.0 nV FM signal, 

the worst peak noise level was -4.5 dB^V when the frequency deviation reached 6.0 kHz 

and larger. Therefore, the FM waveform with 1.5 kHz modulation frequency and 6.0 

kHz frequency deviation was chosen for further measurements, which were carried out 

on three GE RANGR's and two Motorola MaraTrac's at two radio frequencies, 47.02 

MHz and 47.18 MHz. The test results are included in Table 9. From the table, the 

average value and the standard deviation for this worst case are: 

Average = -4.1 dB îV, 

and 

Standard Deviation = 0.2 dB. 

Table 9. Bench Test Data for 1.5 kHz FM Noise 
(with 6.0 kHz Frequency Deviation) 

Radio Brand & Model 

GE RANGR (No. 1) 
GE RANGR (No. 2) 
GE RANGR (No. 3) 
Motorola MaraTrac (No. 1) 
Motorola MaraTrac (No. 2) 

Peak Level of 1.5 kHz FM Noise (dB^V) 
at Two Frequencies for 12 dB SINAD 

with 1.0 liVFM Signal 
47.02 MHz 

-4.2 
-4.0 
-4.0 
-3.8 
-4.3 

47.18 MHz 
-4.2 
-4.0 
-4.0 
-3.8 
-4.3 
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The Measurement of IC Emissions 

The RF emission from a microcontroller was studied briefly and used as a noise 

source in the laboratory test system. A test board was built using the 68HC11 'Quick 

Setup' board with the Motorola MC68HC1 lEl microcontroller installed on it. 

A program was written using Motorola 68HC11 assembly language. The 

program has seven different modes provided by subroutines which send different pulses 

to the pins on the microcontroller at different frequencies. And it flows in a continuous 

loop to assure that measurements are repeatable. 

The board and its power supply, which consists of four D-size 1.5 V alkaline 

batteries in series with a 5 V voltage regulator, are contained in a small aluminum box. 

Inside the box, a short wire is placed as a small antenna to receive the RF emissions from 

the microcontroller. One end of this wire is a 50 Q feed-through termination, which is 

connected to a coaxial cable outside. 

In order to look at the IC noise spectmm, the output from the box was directly 

connected to the HP 8592L spectmm analyzer. All the modes were checked and only 

two characteristic spectra were found for the RF emissions at TxDOT radio frequencies. 

These two spectra are identified as a CW spectmm and an AM/FM spectmm. The 

AM/FM spectmm is shown in Figure 12. The reason for using the designation AM/FM 

spectmm is that the IC noise at this center frequency generated similar sounds while we 

used the demodulation function keys, 'F3' and 'A3', on the R&S ESS EMI receiver. The 

result from the spectmm analyzer shows that the IC emission from modes 5, 6, and 7 has 

the CW spectmm, and that of modes 1, 2, 3, and 4 has the AM/FM spectmm. For the 
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Figure 12. The AM/FM Spectmm of IC Emissions from Motorola 
MC68HC11E1 Microcontroller 

noise from this AM/FM spectmm, the ratio of peak to average is 2 dB, which was 

measured using the EMI receiver. 

On the bench, the frequency of 47.00 MHz was chosen on Motorola MaraTrac 

No. 1 and GE RANGR No. 1. The modes 1 and 3 of the microcontroller were used, and 

the box was connected as the noise source to the bench-top test system with the Weischel 

3200T-1 programmable attenuator in cascade. In the tests, both the radio noise blanker 

on and off were used. The measurement was done using the automatic testing program as 

mentioned in Chapter 2. The test results are shown in Table 10 for the 12 dB SINAD 

with a 1.0 nV FM signal. The statistics for modes 1 and 3 were calculated together 
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because they have a similar AM/FM spectmm. The average and the standard deviation 

of the peak level of the noise are 

Average = -2.0 dB|iV, 

and 

Standard Deviation = 0.1 dB. 

Table 10. Bench Test Data for IC Noise 

Radio Brand & Model 

GE RANGR (No. 1) 
with Noise Blanker On 
GE RANGR (No. 1) 
with Noise Blanker Off 
Motorola MaraTrac (No. 1) 
with Noise Blanker On 
Motorola MaraTrac (No. 1) 
with Noise Blanker Off 

Peak Level of IC Noise (dB|j,V) for Two Modes at 
47.00 MHz for 12 dB SINAD with 1.0 l̂V FM Signal 

1 
-1.9 

-1.9 

-2.1 

-2.0 

3 
-1.9 

-2.2 

-1.9 

-2.1 
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CHAPTER rV 

RESULTS FOR BROAD-BAND SOURCES 

Two types of broad-band noise sources were investigated and simulated in the 

bench-top test system. They are the ignition noise from the spark ignition system of an 

internal combustion engine, and the DC motor noise coming from the commutators of the 

various electric motors in the vehicle. For the electric motor noise, two actual fuel pumps 

and one HVAC fan were used in the tests. Following SAE Standard J551/4, a 120 kHz 

measurement bandwidth was used on the R&S ESS EMI receiver for measuring the noise 

voltage. The Weinschel 3200T-1 progranmiable attenuator, which was connected to the 

noise source in cascade, and the automatic testing program were used for all the 

measurements in this chapter. 

Ignition Noise Simulation and Test 

Two test activities were conducted, one on a tmck and one in the laboratory. The 

first one was carried out on a 1996 Dodge tmck from the TxDOT vehicle fleet. The HP 

5416B oscilloscope was connected directly to the antenna on the tmck. The waveform of 

the ignition noise at the antenna was recorded at various sweep speeds, and a fast-sweep 

example is shown in Figure 13. From the observation, the following characteristics were 

noticed: 
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Figure 13. The Waveform of Ignition Noise at the Antenna 
on a Dodge Tmck 

Fu-st, the ignition noise has pairs of pulses occurring with the steep rises of the 

spark current. These rises are evidently due to spark initiation in the distributor rotor and 

in the spark plug. 

Second, each pulse shows the ringing of the VHF low-band antenna. This is 

illustrated in Figure 13. 

Third, a large amplitude of about 200 mV peak-to-peak is shown by each pulse. 

On the bench, this ignition noise was simulated using the E-H Research Labs 

139B pulse generator. It was set to the 'Double Pulse' mode, 10 ns pulse width, 10 ms 

pulse period, 10 |is second-pulse delay, and 1.5 V peak-to-peak. A band-pass filter was 
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connected to the output of the pulse generator to simulate the antenna ringing. Figure 14 

shows the simulation result, which is a printout from the HP 5416B oscilloscope. By 

comparing Figure 13 and Figure 14, it is clear that this is a good simulation. 

Bench tests were mn on all ten radios at 47.02 MHz and 47.18 MHz using the 

ignition simulator as the noise source. The noise blankers were switched on for the fu-st 

tests. But it turned out that under such a condition, the noise level was insufficient to 

reduce the SINAD reading to 12 dB, even with the maximum noise amplitude, that is, 66 

dBjiV. The actual SINAD value from the HP 8903A audio analyzer was between 27 and 

31 dB. 

1 Q 500^' 2Gg/g O.OQgb 2 5 . 0 g / P k fgt RMW 

= 21.20n5 Uiat = 47,2!MHz 

Figure 14. The Waveform of Simulated Ignition Noise 
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In the next tests, the noise blankers of these ten radios were turned off In this 

case, the 12 dB SINAD was achieved. The test data are listed in Table 11. From the test 

results, the average value of the noise peak level is 

Average = 40.7 dB|iV, 

and the standard deviation is 

Standard Deviation = 3.4 dB. 

Table 11. Bench Test Data for Ignition Noise 

Radio Brand & Model 
(with Noise Blanker Off) 

GE RANGR (No. 1) 
GE RANGR (No. 2) 
GE RANGR (No. 3) 
Ericsson ORION (No. 1) 
Ericsson ORION (No. 2) 
Motorola MaraTrac (No. 1) 
Motorola MaraTrac (No. 2) 
Motorola SYNTOR X (No. 1) 
Motorola SYNTOR X (No. 2) 
Kenwood TK-630H 

Peak Level of Ignition Noise (dB|iV) 
at Two Frequencies for 12 dB 
SINAD with 1.0 nV FM Signal 

47.02 MHz 
40 
36 
41 
38 
45 
38 
39 
44 
49 
39 

47.18 MHz 
42 
43 
39 
40 
39 
34 
39 
43 
44 
41 
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Differential-Mode versus Common-Mode Currents 

In general, there are three conductors connecting with a DC motor system in a 

vehicle. Two of them are the wires between the DC motor and the battery. The third one 

is the chassis of the vehicle, which is connected to the battery and either connected or 

capacitively coupled to the motor. Currents flow in these three conductors when the 

motor mns. 

These currents are composed of two different modes of currents: the differential 

mode (DM) and the common mode (CM). [5] The differential-mode currents are equal in 

magnitude and oppositely directed in the two wires. But the common-mode currents are 

equal in magnitude and flow in the same direction, returning on the chassis. These 

definitions apply to both the fuel pump motor and the HVAC fan motor. 

A Fischer F-33-1 clamp-on current probe with a frequency range from 10 kHz to 

250 MHz was used to detect the currents flowing in the two wires. When the current 

probe is placed around one individual wire, it measures the differential-mode currents; 

and when the probe is clamped around both wires, it measures the common-mode 

currents. 

Fuel Pump Noise Test 

An observation was made of fuel pump noise on an AutoZone MASTER E3902 

fuel pump with distilled water. The fuel pump and its power supply, which is a 12 V 

battery, were put inside a screened enclosure 20 inches high, 39 inches wide and 28 

inches deep. The output from the current probe was connected to the HP 5416B 
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oscilloscope. The printout is shown in Figure 15. Some features of the fuel pump noise 

from the differential-mode currents were identified: 

First, it is a group of bursts of ringing pulses. 

Second, the amplitude is about 100 mV from peak to peak. 

Third, the burst period and length are about 1.0 ms and 0.3 ms respectively. 

Fourth, the pulse spacing within the burst is at least about 150 ns. 

Fifth, the pulse ringing frequency is about 50 MHz. 

On the bench, the first test was done on this fuel pump with distilled water. The 

output from the current probe was connected to the bench-top test system. But only the 

noise from differential-mode currents was measured. All ten radios with the noise 

blanker on and off were used in the test. The test results are given in Table 12 for the 12 

dB SINAD with a 1.0 }iV FM signal. The test data show that the noise blanker was 

ineffective against the fuel pump noise in this setup. The result for calculation of average 

value and standard deviation of all the data is: 

Average = 28.3 dB îV, 

and 

Standard Deviation = 3.4 dB. 

The same measurement was repeated on this AutoZone fuel pump but with 

Stoddard solvent (Tri-methyl-benzene) in order to see the difference between water and 

Stoddard solvent with the same pump. It tumed out that in this case, the noise from both 

differential-mode and common-mode currents was insufficient to reduce the SINAD 
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Figure 15. Fuel Pump Noise Observed on an AutoZone Pump 

Table 12. Bench Test Data for AutoZone Fuel Pump Noise 
(with Distilled Water) 

Radio Brand & Model 

GE RANGR (No. 1) 
GE RANGR (No. 2) 
GE RANGR (No. 3) 
Ericsson ORION (No. 1) 
Ericsson ORION (No. 2) 
Motorola MaraTrac (No. 1) 
Motorola MaraTrac (No. 2) 
Motorola SYNTOR X (No. 1) 
Motorola SYNTOR X (No. 2) 
Kenwood TK-630H 

Peak Level of Fuel Pump Noise (dBfiV) at Two 
Frequencies: 47.02 MHz and 47.18 MHz for 

12 dB SINAD with 1.0 ^V FM Signal 
Noise Blanker On 

22, 23 
26,28 
25,26 
34,29 
27,25 
29,34 
33,33 
30,28 
29,26 
29,30 

Noise Blanker Off 
28,33 
28.33 
30,28 
33,30 
30,28 
31,30 
25,30 
28,31 
30,32 
32,33 
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reading to 12 dB whether the radio noise blanker was on or off The actual SINAD value 

from the HP 8903A audio analyzer was around 29 dB. 

Another test was set up using a Dodge fuel pump with Stoddard solvent. In this 

test, the RF emissions from both differential-mode currents and common-mode currents 

were measured. Two radios, GE RANGR No. 1 and Motorola MaraTrac No. 2, were put 

under test at two frequencies, 47.02 MHz and 47.18 MHz. Table 13 gives the test results 

with the radio noise blanker on and off. From the table, it is clear that the noise blanker 

has an effect against the fuel pump noise in this setup. It also shows that the RF noise 

from these two modes has a different effect on the radios when the noise blanker is on. 

But when the noise blanker is off, the effects are almost the same. For the 12 dB SINAD 

with a 1.0 îV FM signal, the worst case is a 30.4 dBfiV peak noise level. 

Table 13. Bench Test Data for Dodge Fuel Pump Noise 
(with Stoddard Solvent) 

Radio Brand & Model 

GE RANGR (No. 1) 
Motorola MaraTrac (No. 2) 

Peak Level of Fuel Pump Noise (dB|iV) at Two 
Frequencies: 47.02 MHz and 47.18 MHz 
for 12 dB SINAD with 1.0 îV FM Signal 

Noise Blanker On 
DM 

48.8, 46.7 
47.5, 45.8 

CM 
43.4,43.1 
38.2, 39.4 

Noise Blanker Off 
DM 

34.2, 32.0 
30.4, 32.6 

CM 
35.4, 34.4 
31.3,33.8 
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HVAC Fan Noise Test 

In the laboratory, a Dodge HVAC fan system was built and put inside the same 

screened enclosure as the fuel pump. Examples of the fan noise from the differential-

mode and common-mode currents are given in Figure 16. This noise has similar 

characteristics to the fiiel pump noise except a larger amplitude, about 160 mV peak-to-

peak. Some differences can be identified from these two waveforms: 

First, there are low frequency oscillations in (a), which are not shown in (b). 

Second, it appears that there are longer bursts in (a) than in (b). 

The same type of measurement done with the fuel pumps was repeated. The 

results are included in Table 14 for the 12 dB SINAD with a 1.0 îV FM signal. It is 

obvious that the noise blanker is somewhat effective against the HVAC fan noise. The 

noise from the two modes has almost the same effect on the radios when the noise 

blanker is on. And this is also tme when the radio noise blanker is off The worst case 

here shows a 30.0 dB îV peak noise vohage level. 

Transfer Function between HVAC Fan Currents and TxDOT 
Radio Noise Input 

The transfer functions, or coupling, in the vehicles between DC motor currents 

and radio noise are not knov^. In order to investigate the transfer function between the 

HVAC fan currents and the TxDOT radio noise input, the above Dodge HVAC fan 

system was used. But instead of the current probe, a 86 cm long whip antenna was placed 
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Figure 16. HVAC Fan Noise from (a) Differential-Mode Currents, 
and (b) Common-Mode Currents 
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Table 14. Bench Test Data for HVAC Fan Noise 
(Using Current Probe) 

Radio Brand & Model 

GE RANGR (No. 1) 
Motorola MaraTrac (No. 2) 

Peak Level of HVAC Fan Noise (dB^iV) at Two 
Frequencies: 47.02 MHz and 47.18 MHz 
for 12 dB SINAD with 1.0 l̂V FM Signal 

Noise Blanker On 
DM 

40.5, 39.7 
43.2,43.5 

CM 
39.6, 38.4 
40.9,43.7 

Noise Blanker Off 
DM 

30.8, 32.3 
33.0,30.0 

CM 
30.0, 29.4 
31.4,33.2 

horizontally inside the screened enclosure to measure the RF emissions from the HVAC 

fan wires. And it was connected to the bench-top test system. 

The test was done on the same two radios as above with noise blanker on and off 

Table 15 lists the test resuhs for the 12 dB SINAD with a 1.0 îV FM signal. By 

comparing Table 14 and Table 15, it can be seen that the radio noise input coming from 

either the current probe or the whip antenna has almost the same effect on the two radios. 

This suggests that as far as the radio is concerned, the coupling path or the transfer 

function between the fan currents and the radio noise input is transparent to the radio. 

Thus, in the laboratory, the current probe can be used to measure the noise from the 

HVAC fan currents. In addition, the current probe is easy to setup and convenient to use 

on the bench. Furthermore, this is probably also tme for the fiiel pump noise. 
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Table 15. Bench Test Data for HVAC Fan Noise 
(Using Whip Antenna) 

Radio Brand & Model 

GE RANGR (No. 1) 
Motorola MaraTrac (No. 2) 

Peak Level of HVAC Fan Noise (dB îV) at Two 
Frequencies: 47.02 MHz and 47.18 MHz 
for 12 dB SINAD with 1.0 îV FM Signal 

Noise Blanker On 
40,39 
42,45 

Noise Blanker Off 
31,33 
32,30 
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CHAPTER V 

DATA INTERPRETATION AND CONCLUSIONS 

Summary of Bench Test Results 

Summarized bench-top test results for narrow-band and broad-band noise sources 

are given in Table 16 and Table 17, respectively. For both narrow-band and broad-band 

noise sources, the peak voltage levels are listed for comparison with the limits specified 

by the SAE J551/4. All the data were taken from the tests mn at 47.02 MHz and 47.18 

MHz, except for the IC noise, which was tested at 47.00 MHz. The radios involved with 

these tests were mentioned in the previous chapters. 

For the narrow-band noise sources, the bench test results show that the FM radios 

are most sensitive to the presence of FM noise. The average peak levels, -2.6 dBjiV and 

-4.1 dB^iV (worst case), using the TxDOT Tex-899-B criterion lie below the SAE J551/4 

narrow-band limit of 0 dBjiV. 

The radios are also sensitive to CW and AM waveforms, which were simulated on 

the bench. The average peak level of the CW noise, -2.5 dBpiV, is lower than the SAE 0 

dBjiV limit. For the HMCW noise with a 50% duty cycle, the maximum peak level 

using the Tex-899-B criterion is nearly the same for all ten radios and its average (-1.8 

dBfiV) is less than the SAE limit. And this is also tme for this type of noise with a 15% 

duty cycle. Even for the AM noise with 400 Hz modulation frequency, to which all 

radios are least sensitive, the average value of its peak voltage level, that is, -0.7 dB îV, is 
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Table 16. Summary of Bench Test Results 
for Narrow-Band Sources 

Noise Source 
(Narrow-Band) 

CW 
AM (400 Hz) 
AM (1.5 kHz) 
HMCW (1500 Pulses per second) 
15% Duty Cycle 
HMCW (1500 Pulses per second) 
50% Duty Cycle 
FM (400 Hz), 3.0 kHz Deviation 
FM (1.5 kHz), 3.0 kHz Deviation 
FM (1.5 kHz), 6.0 kHz Deviation 
Microcontroller 
(AM/FM Spectmm) 

Peak Noise Amplitude (dBjiV) at 
47.02 MHz and 47.18 MHz for 

12 dB SINAD with 1.0 uV FM Signal 
-2.5 ±0.8 
-0.7 ± 0.3 
-1.9 + 0.2 
-1.1 ±0.2 

-1.8 ±0.2 

-2.6 ± 0.8 
-2.6 ± 0.4 
-4.1 ±0.2 
-2.0 ±0.1 

Table 17. Summary of Bench Test Results 
for Broad-Band Sources 

Noise Source 
(Broad-Band) 

Ignition 
Fuel Pump (with Distilled 
Water) DM 
Fuel Pump (with 
Stoddard Solvent) 
HVAC Fan 

DM 
CM 
DM 
CM 

Peak Noise Amplitude (dB|j,V) at 
47.02 MHz and 47.18 MHz for 

12 dB SINAD with 1.0 îV FM Signal 

Radio Noise Blanker On 
>66 

28.3 ±3.4 

47.2 ±1.3 
41.0 ±2.6 
41.7 ±1.9 
40.7 ±2.3 

Radio Noise Blanker Off 
41.3 ±3.3 
28.3 ±3.4 

32.3 ± 1.6 
33.7 ±1.7 
31.5 ±1.4 
31.0 ±1.7 
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still slightly below SAE 0 dB îV limit. Thus, the TxDOT Tex-899-B limit is more 

stringent than the SAE in this case. 

The ignition noise, which is the strongest type of noise occurring on the Dodge 

tmck, was the least important in causing radio interference in bench tests because of the 

effectiveness of the radio noise blanker circuits. In fact, the bench-top ignition simulator 

was unable to reduce the SINAD readings to 12 dB with the radio noise blanker on. 

However, with the noise blanker tumed off, the average peak level (41.3 dB|iV) of such 

noise using the TxDOT Tex-899-B criterion is much higher than the SAE broad-band 

limit which is 28 dBfiV. 

In the bench tests, the noise blankers were ineffective against fuel pump noise 

with distilled water. The maximum peak level of such noise using the TxDOT Tex-899-

B criterion varies somewhat from one radio to another, but its average (28.3 dB|iV) 

coincides remarkably with the SAE broad-band limit. 

For the fuel pump with Stoddard solvent, the noise blankers were somewhat 

effective against such noise. The minimum peak level (30.4 dB|aV) using the Tex-899-B 

criterion is above the SAE limit. This is the same with the HVAC fan noise. So for the 

broad-band noise, the SAE limit is slightly more stringent than the TxDOT. 

Back-Door Penetrations 

There are various cables connected to a two-way FM radio. The first cable is the 

power line. The second one is the control line from the radio to the control head. The 
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third cable is the audio line, which connects the control head to a speaker. Thus there 

exists a chance that the RF emissions from a vehicle may interfere with the performance 

of the FM radio through these cables. This kind of RFI phenomenon is known as a back

door penetration in electronic warfare in comparison to a front-door penetration, which is 

the interference through the antenna as studied in the previous chapters. The SAE J551/4 

and the TxDOT Tex-899-B ignore back-door penetrations. 

A small investigation was done using current TxDOT project equipment. In this 

setup, the 1.0 |aV FM signal generated by the Fluke 6060B signal generator was put 

directly into the radio's input. The audio output of the radio was connected to the 

SINAD meter as before. The observations were made on two radios. Motorola MaraTrac 

No. 2 and GE RANGR No. 2, at 47.02 MHz along with two types of noise, the CW noise 

and the HVAC fan noise. 

Four different frequencies were used on the R&S CMS54 radiocommunication 

service monitor for the CW noise. The first frequency was 47.02 MHz, which was the 

same frequency as the radio. The next two were 10.7 MHz and 20.8 MHz, the first IF 

(Intermediate Frequency) of the radio receiver, for the MaraTrac and the RANGR, 

respectively. And the last one was 455 kHz, which is the second IF of both models. A 

small loop antenna was connected to the output of the R&S CMS54 radiocommunication 

service monitor to produce the CW noise radiation. In the tests, the noise blankers of 

both radios were tumed on. The small loop antenna was put over each of those three 

connection lines, and the noise voltage level was adjusted in order to get the 12 dB 

SINAD reading. The test resuhs are recorded in Table 18 and Table 19 for the two 
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Table 18. Back-Door Penetration Observation 
on Motorola MaraTrac No. 2 Radio 

Position of the Small Loop Antenna 

On Power Line 
On Control Line 
On Audio Line 

Peak Level of CW Noise (dBjiV) 
at Three Frequencies for 12 dB 
SINAD with 1.0 nV FM Signal 

47.02 MHz 
88.6 
94.3 
91.0 

10.7 MHz 
No 

Interference 
Found 

455 kHz 
No 

Interference 
Found 

Table 19. Back-Door Penetration Observation 
on GE RANGR No. 2 Radio 

Position of the Small Loop Antenna 

On Power Line 
On Control Line 
On Audio Line 

Peak Level of CW Noise (dBpiV) 
at Three Frequencies for 12 dB 
SINAD with 1.0 nV FM Signal 

47.02 MHz 
90.0 
92.3 
92.1 

20.8 MHz 
No 

Interference 
Found 

455 kHz 
No 

Interference 
Found 
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radios, respectively. It is evident that only the 47.02 MHz CW noise has a successful 

back-door penetration while the others have no effect on the radios. 

For the fan noise, the same Dodge HVAC fan as in the HVAC fan noise test was 

used in this observation. Both the radio and the fan were connected to the same 12 V 

battery, as they are in a vehicle. The power line of the fan was tumed into a circle to 

produce more radiation. This circle was placed over those connection lines but no 

interference was found for either radio. Even after then- noise blankers were switched off 

and the FM signal voltage level was reduced to -3.0 dB|iV, the actual SINAD reading 

was still above 28 dB for these two radios. So the RF emissions from the HVAC fan are 

not strong enough to affect the radios through the connection cables. 

Narrow-Band versus Broad-Band 

The terms narrow-band and broad-band are the relative measures of bandwidth. 

With the exception of a pure sinusoidal continuous wave (narrow-band) and an ideal 

delta function (broad-band), no signal or noise may be intrinsically defined as narrow

band or broad-band. In fact, the meanings of 'narrow' or 'broad' can be related to the 

bandwidth of the instmment used to measure the corresponding signal or noise. In terms 

of the bandwidth of a given measuring instmment, a narrow-band signal or noise is one 

whose spectral components lie within the measurement bandwidth at the tuned frequency. 

On the other hand, a broad-band signal or noise may be defined as having spectral 

components falling outside the bandwidth of the measuring device. 
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There are several practical methods for the narrow-band or broad-band 

determination. [6] One of these methods is to increase the measurement bandwidth. If 

the peak level of a signal or noise does not change, this signal or noise is narrow-band, 

otherwise it is determined to be broad-band. Another practical method is to tune off the 

frequency of maximum amplitude by two impulse bandwidths, a change in amplitude of 

3 dB or more implies a narrow-band signal or noise, otherwise it is classified to be broad

band. 

For RF emissions from modern motor vehicles, SAE J551/4 gives a test procedure 

to determine whether the measured emissions are narrow-band or broad-band. This is an 

important distinction on which the measurement bandwidth and the required limit both 

depend. The test can be summarized as follows: with a narrow measurement bandwidth 

on the EMI receiver, if the difference between the peak value and the average value is 

greater than 6 dB for a noise source, it is classified as broad-band, otherwise it is 

determined to be narrow-band. The 6 dB limit also appears in a European EMI standard, 

CISPR 25. CISPR, the French translation meaning International Special Committee on 

Radio Interference, is a committee of the International Electrotechnical Commission. 

For example, following this SAE test procedure, the HVAC fan noise is 

determined to be broad-band because the measurement using the R&S ESS EMI receiver 

with a 10 kHz measurement bandwidth showed that the difference between its peak and 

average values is greater than 30 dB. Also when this 10 kHz bandwidth was increased to 

120 kHz, the peak level increased 24 dB. Thus, the measurement-bandwidth-increasing 

method confirms that this is broad-band noise. 
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However, the SAE working definition of narrow-band versus broad-band cannot 

apply to all noise sources such as the HMCW noise with a 15% duty cycle. For this 

noise, the difference between its peak value and average value is greater than 6 dB, but it 

is determined to be narrow-band because it affects the TxDOT radios strongly like other 

narrow-band noise not weakly like broad-band noise. Furthermore, it can be verified to 

be narrow-band using the measurement-bandwidth-increasing method. 

A further study was therefore carried out in the laboratory to develop a new 

narrow-band/broad-band definition. The same setup as in the HMCW noise tests was 

used but with various additional duty cycles - the smaller the duty cycle, the greater the 

bandwidth. The tests were done on Motorola MaraTrac No. 2 and GE RANGR No. 2 at 

47.02 MHz and the noise blankers were tumed on. The same 1.5 kHz repetition rate was 

used in the tests. Because the intemal modulator of the R&S CMS54 

radiocommunication service monitor cannot generate the required square waveforms for 

duty cycles below 10%, this setup was used only for the HMCW noise with the duty 

cycle from 70% to 10%. For the duty cycles below 10%, a Mini-Circuits ZYSWA-2-

50DR coaxial switch with TTL (Transistor Transistor Logic) driver was used. The 47.02 

kHz CW signal and the 1.5 kHz rectangular pulse train were connected to its 'RFIN' and 

'TTL' ports, respectively. And its 'RFI' port was terminated with a 50 Q resistor. The 

output from the 'RF2' port, which was the desired HMCW noise, was put into the bench-

top test system. 

The test results are included in Table 20. The difference between the peak and the 

average values was measured using the R&S ESS EMI receiver with a 10 kHz 
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Table 20. Bench Test Data for Further Study on HMCW 
Noise with Two Radios 

Duty 
Cycle 

( % ) 

70 
60 
50 
40 
30 
20 
15 
10 
5 
3 
1* 

0.3* 
0.1* 

0.03* 

Difference 
(dB) 

between Peak 
and Average 

for Ideal 
Rectangular 

Pulses 

3 
4 
6 
8 
10 
14 
16 
20 
26 
30 
40 
50 
60 
70 

Difference 
(dB) 

betweeen 
Peak and 

Average for 
10 kHz 

Measurement 
Bandwidth 

3 
4 
6 
8 
10 
14 
14 
15 
15 
15 
16 
16 
10 
10 

Difference 
(dB) 

between Two 
Peaks for 

10 kHz and 
120 kHz 

Measurement 
Bandwidths 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2 
5 
11 
15 
20 
20 
22 
20 

Peak Noise Level (dB^V) at 
47.02 MHz for 12 dB SINAD 

with 1.0 nVFM Signal 
(10 kHz and 120 kHz 

Measurement Bandwidths) 
Motorola 
MaraTrac 

No. 2 
-3.0,-3.0 
-3.0,-3.0 
-2.4, -2.4 
-2.4, -2.4 
-2.4, -2.4 
-1.2,-1.2 

-1.0,0 
-1.5,3.5 
-1.5,9.5 

-0.3, 14.7 
20,40 
27,47 
18,40 
10,44 

GE 
RANGR 

No. 2 
-3.2,-3.2 
-3.2,-3.2 
-2.2, -2.2 
-1.9,-1.9 
-1.5,-1.5 
-1.3,-1.3 
-1.1,-0.1 
-1.8,3.2 
-2.0, 9.0 

-1.2, 13.8 
15,35 
23,43 
17,39 
9,43 

* For these duty cycles the radio noise blankers were triggered. 
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measurement bandwidth. Also measured on the EMI receiver was the difference 

between the two peak readings corresponding to two different bandwidths, 10 kHz and 

120 kHz. The peak noise level for the 12 dB SINAD with a 1.0 îV FM signal versus the 

duty cycle (two right-most columns) is plotted in Figure 17. It can be seen that both 

radios are very sensitive to the noise until the duty cycle goes down to 1%, and thereafter 

the radios become less sensitive and can tolerate higher noise levels. Therefore, it is 

reasonable to put a boundary between the narrow-band and broad-band noise at the point 

of 1% duty cycle. The boundary is shown in Figure 17 as a part of the new limit, which 

will be discussed in a later section. The 6 dB bandwidth of such a signal at 1% duty 

cycle is about 180 kHz. Furthermore, only the last four noise waveforms triggered the 

radio noise blanker in the tests, which also indicates that they are broad-band. 

It is clear from above that in order to make an accurate narrow-band or broad

band determination, it is necessary to add the measurement-bandwidth-increasing method 

as an extra test step in the current SAE test procedure. The reason for retaining the 6 dB 

method is that if only this two-bandwidth method is used, the measuring instmment 

might pick up more than one narrow-band RF emission, one in the radio's passband and 

others outside the passband, and thus mistakenly identify them as a broad-band noise. 

The new procedure can be expressed as follows: first, use a narrow measurement 

bandwidth on the receiver; if the difference between the peak value and the average value 

is less than 6 dB for a noise source, it is classified as narrow-band, otherwise increase the 

bandwidth; if the peak level changes by 20 dB or more, this noise may be defined as 

broad-band, otherwise it is a narrow-band noise source. 
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Figure 17. Peak Level for 12 dB SINAD from Table 18 

Further Study of AM/FM Noise 

A further study of AM/FM noise was also done on the bench. We used the 

internal FM modulator of the R&S CMS54 radiocommunication service monitor to 

generate an FM signal while applying the same switch setup as in the above section to 

form the pulses. Thus we got the AM and FM waveforms simultaneously as the output 

of the switch, which was connected to the bench-top test system. The measurement was 

carried out on GE RANGR No. 2 at 47.02 MHz and the noise blanker was tumed on. It 

tumed out that doing this did not cause any worse interference to the radio than just 

having the pulses as we did before. 
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Thermal Noise 

For the sake of completeness in our noise tests, thermal noise was also simulated. 

A Mini-Circuits ZFL-500HLN amplifier with its input terminated by a 50 n resistor was 

used. Its output, which was the thermal noise of the resistor and the intemal noise of this 

amplifier, was connected into the bench-top test system. The measurements were done 

on two radios. Motorola MaraTrac No. 2 and GE RANGR No. 2, at 47.02 MHz. The 

observation found that the radio noise blanker is not effective with this type of noise. The 

test results are included in Table 21 for the 12 dB SINAD with a 1.0 |iV FM signal. 

From the table, it is clear that both* radios are very sensitive to the noise. This 

phenomenon indicates that as far as the radio is concerned, the thermal noise is a narrow

band noise. Moreover, this postulate can be confirmed using our new narrow-band 

versus broad-band working definition because the difference between two peak readings 

for 10 kHz and 120 kHz bandwidths is 12 dB, which is less than our 20 dB criterion. 

Table 21. Bench Test Data for Thermal Noise 

Radio Brand & Model 

GE RANGR (No. 2) 
Motorola MaraTrac (No. 2) 

Noise Level of Thermal Noise (dB îV) at 47.02 
MHz for 12 dB SINAD with 1.0 îV FM Signal 

with Two Measurement Bandwidths 
120 kHz 

PK 
13.2 
13.0 

AV 
1.0 
0.3 

10 kHz 
PK 
1.6 
1.0 

AV 
-9.2 
-10.7 
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New Limit 

As plotted in Figure 17, the new limit is composed of three parts: the narrow

band limit, the broad-band limit, and the boundary between the narrow-band and broad

band limits. 

The narrow-band limit corresponds to the cases in which the radios are very 

sensitive to the noise and is the low limit on the figure. The data shown in Figure 17 to 

the right of the narrow-band/broad-band boundary lie at about -3 dB|iV. In addition, the 

data from other narrow-band sources show that the worst peak noise level lies at about -4 

dB|xV. So it is reasonable to set the new limit below that level, such as -5 dB|j,V, for the 

narrow-band noise sources. 

The broad-band limit applies to the case where radios are not sensitive to the 

noise and is the high limit on the graph. In Figure 17, crossing the boundary at the 1% 

duty cycle, we enter this broad-band region. Here following the SAE J551/4 requirement 

to increase the measurement bandwidth, we have to jump from the narrow-band points to 

the broad-band ones. From the figure, it can be seen that the peak noise levels lie higher 

than 35 dBjiV. Furthermore, the data from other broad-band sources measurements give 

a peak noise level lying at 38 dBpiV or higher. Therefore, the 34 dB^V new limit is a 

reasonable limit for broad-band sources. 

Conclusions 

From the discussion in the previous chapters and sections, the following 

conclusions can be made: 
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First, although the test resuhs vary somewhat from one radio to another, the 

overall performance of all ten radios is similar. 

Second, in the bench-top tests, the radio noise blankers are ineffective against the 

narrow-band noise while they can improve the test resuhs by at least 8 dB in the broad

band noise tests. 

Third, among all the simulated narrow-band noise sources, the TxDOT radios are 

most sensitive to the presence of FM noise in their passband. And the worst case 

occurred when the FM waveform had 6.0 kHz or greater frequency deviation. 

Fourth, in the broad-band noise sources, the ignition noise is the least important in 

causing radio interference even with the radio noise blanker tumed off 

Fifth, on the bench, the current probe can be used to couple the HVAC fan noise 

because the transfer fiinction between the fan currents and the radio noise input is 

transparent to the radio. Moreover, this is probably also tme for the fuel pump noise. 

Sixth, in the back-door penetration investigation, only the CW noise at the same 

frequency as the radio affected the performance of the radios, while the other two CW 

noise at the first or second IF of the radio and the HVAC fan noise had no effects. 

Seventh, as far as the radio is concerned, the thermal noise is a narrow-band 

noise, which was confirmed by both the test data and our new narrow-band^road-band 

definition. 

Eighth, the current SAE limit for the broad-band noise, that is, 28 dB|iV, can 

remain unchanged or even be raised if one wishes to use the SAE standard in place of the 

TxDOT standard. Meeting this limit guarantees passing the TxDOT test. 
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Ninth, if using the SAE standard in place of the TxDOT for narrow-band noise, 

the present 0 dB|iV peak amplitude limit is too high. A lower narrow-band peak limit of 

-5 dBjiV is needed in order to pass the TxDOT test. 

Tenth, in the SAE test, the new test procedure for the narrow-band and broad

band determination should be used, that is, following the old 6 dB limit and adding the 

two-bandwidth method as an extra step. 
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APPENDIX A 

TEX-899-B TEST 

RADIO FREQUENCY INTERFERENCE (RFI) TESTING 

This test method assures the compatibility of Texas Department of Transportation 
(TxDOT) fleet vehicles and VHF FM radio equipment operating in the frequency ranges 
of 30 to 50 MHZ and 150 to 174 MHZ, but not inclusive. It is intended to identify 90% 
or more ingress and egress problems. 

Definitions 

Ingress - any action, reaction, indication, failure to perform or comply, by vehicle 
equipment and/or accessory items, caused by the activation of the VHF FM radio 
transmitter in any mode of operation. 

Egress - any mode of operation, action, reaction or indication on or by the vehicle 
equipment and/or accessory equipment which degrades the VHF-FM radio receiver 
effective sensitivity performance by more than six dB. 

Equipment 

100 Watt VHF FM communications transmitter and receiver capable of 
operating on all TxDOT frequencies 
12 voh regulated DC power supply 
RF signal generator with a calibrated attenuator 
Signal-to-noise audio distortion (SINAD) meter 
Receiver audio termination load 
RF directional coupler rated at 40 dB directional, minimum 
RF termination load 
Magnetic mount antenna for the testing frequencies 
RF isolation choke, a (6 ft. by 6 ft.) sheet of hardware cloth, laid flat on the test 
area floor with the coaxial cable making one complete loop approximately four 
feet in diameter under it 
RF wattmeter. 

Facilities 

Free of high ambient RF noise (Receiver test) 
Equipped with lift capable of raising vehicle tires six inches above floor 
(Transmission test). 
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Safety Notes 

Safety be must never be compromised during tests. Hazards due to vehicle parts 
moving and radio frequency/electrical bums exist. Strict compliance with accepted 
work practices must be observed at all times. Sudden actions may result when the 
radio transmitter is activated. Stay clear of vehicle and antenna. One person should 
operate the vehicle, and another the radio. 

Egress Compatibility 

Receiver Qualification 

Step 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

Action 1 

Assemble a test set-up as shown in Figure 1. 1 

Generate a standard test signal and establish 12 dB SINAD. | 

Record receiver basic sensitivity. 1 

Increase signal 6 dB above Step 3. 

Increase peak deviation until SINAD is degraded to 12 dB SINAD. 

Record modulation acceptance (bandwidth). 1 

Compliance of the test setup qualifies the receiver for acceptance testing if: 

The receiver basic sensitivity is less than 0.4 uv (-114 dBm) for 12 dB 
SINAD. 

The receiver bandwidth shall be a minimum of ± 6.5 kHz and a maximum of 
± 8.0 kHz. 
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Site Qualification 

r 
Step Action 

Assemble a test set-up as shown in Figure 2. 

Move test vehicle into radio frequency interference shield room or 
onto site. 

Temporarily install the magnetic mount antenna on the center of 
the vehicle roof 

Disconnect the vehicle battery cable. 

Terminate the RF line into the RF load termination. 

Generate a standard test signal of on-channel center frequency FM 
modulated with a 1 kHz sine wave tone at ± 3.3 kHz deviation. 

Increase the signal generator RF output level until a 12 dB SINAD 
indication is achieved. 

8 Record sensitivity into RF load termination in dBm. 

Remove the RF load termination and terminate the RF line into the 
temporary antenna. 

10 Increase signal generator RF output level until a 12 dB SINAD 
indication is achieved. 

11 Record sensitivity into antenna in dBm. 

12 Compute the effective sensitivity and determine if the site is 
qualified. 

13 Repeat site qualification at all test radio channels/frequencies to be 
used. 
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Effective Sensitivity Calculation 

Step 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

— ^ — — • ' '•' "' - _ _ _ — _ ^ . ^ _ » _ ^ _ ^ 1 ^ — — - ^ — HI 1 

Action 

Subtract the sensitivity into antenna from sensitivity into RF load 
termination. | 

Record this difference. 

Subtract this difference from the basic receiver sensitivity. 

Record the effective receiver sensitivity in dBm. 

Convert the effective receiver sensitivity to microvolts. 

Site Qualification Standards 

The site is qualified if the effective receiver sensitivity is less than 0.5 uv (-113 
dBm). 
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Egress Compatibility (continued^ 

Egress Compliance Test for Test Vehicle 

Step 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

Action 1 

Reconnect vehicle battery. 1 

Increase the signal generator RF output level until a 12 dB SINAD 
indication is achieved. 

Record the signal generator RF output level. 

Activate one vehicle system or accessory. | 

Increase the signal generator RF output level until a 12 dB SINAD 1 
indication is achieved. 1 

Record the signal generator RF output level. 

Repeat Steps 4 through 6 until all vehicle systems and accessories 
are activated. 

Compute total degradation. See NOTE. 

Repeat compliance test for all test radio channels/frequencies to be 
used. 

Tum off engine. 

NOTE: The electrical system should be designed so the effective sensitivity of 
the VHF FM receiver requires not more that 1 microvoH (-107 dBm) to produce 
12 dB or greater SINAD. The effective sensitivity should not exceed 1 
microvolt for all modes of operation, which should include engine off, engine 
on, (from idle to full throttle), and all vehicle systems or any combination 
thereof 

Test Vehicle Qualification 

The test vehicle passes the egress compliance test when the total degradation 
does not exceed six dB. 
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Ingress Compatibility 

Antenna Qualification 

Step 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Action 

Assemble a test set-up as shown in Figure 3. 

Verify engine is OFF. 

Raise test vehicle (6 in.) off floor. 

Verify that magnetic mount antenna is mounted in center of vehicle 
roof 

Key microphone on test radio. 

Record nominal forward RF power to the antenna. 

Record reflected RF power from the antenna. 

Adjust length of antenna, if needed, and repeat Steps 5 through 7 until 
nominal forward power is 100 watts ±10 watts and reflected power is 
less than 10% of the forward power. 
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Vehicle Qualification for Acceptance 

Step 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Action 

Start vehicle. 

Put vehicle in gear and rotate tires at a moderate speed. 

Activate one vehicle system or accessory. Be certain to check the braking 
operation. 

Activate the radio transmitter for approximately five seconds. 

Record results as one of the following: 
1. No adverse reaction 
2. Reaction resulting in safety hazard 
3. Reaction resulting in a nuisance operation 

Repeat Steps 3 through 5 until all vehicle systems and accessories are 
activated. 

Repeat vehicle qualification for all test radio channels/frequencies to be used. 

Stop wheels of vehicle and tum off engine. 

Vehicle Oualification Results 

Safety Hazard - No vehicle system and/or accessory shall operate and/or fail to 
operate as a result of the activation of the VHF FM radio transmitter in a manner 
which constitutes a safety hazard. 

Nuisance Operations - Correct nuisance operations of any vehicle system and/or 
accessory. 

Failure to meet the criteria of with this test method will resuh in rejection of the 
vehicle. 
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APPENDIX B 

SAE J551/4 TEST 

TEST UUrrS A N D M E T H O D S O F MEASURaaENT OF RADIO DISTURBANCE CHARACTERISTICS 
OF VEHICLES AND DEVICES, BROADBAND AND NARROWBAND. ISO kHz TO 1000 MHz 

Foreword-mus SAE Standard is based on CISPR 2S %*«ch has been developed by CtSPR Subcommittee 0 and 
has been approved to be pub&shed. The SAE Electromagnetic Racfialion Committee has been an active 
partkapant In Subcommittee O and ki the devdopment o( aSPR 25. 

This document pravkies test fifwts and procedures tor the ^protection of veNde receivers (rom racfio frequency 
CRF) emissions caused by on-board veWde conponents." 

NOTE—Apperx&c B provides helpful methodology for resolution ci interference problems. 

TABLE OF CONTENTS 

1. Scope , 2 

2. Retereftees 
2.1 App&cable Oocuments. 
2.1-1 SAE Publication 
2.1 ̂  CISPR Publication 

3. Oefinitions 

A. Requirements Common to Vehide artd Cociporvent/Module ErrassJons Measurement 3 
4.1 General Test Requirements arxj Test Plan 3 
4.1.1 Test Ran Note 3 
4.1 JZ Detemwation of Conformarx» With Lkrets 3 
4.1.3 Categories of Distuitiartce Sources (as appGed in the test plan) 3 
4.1.4 Examples of Broadt>arxl Disturbance Sources 5 
4.1.5 Narrowt>ar>d Disturbarx^e Sources - 5 
4.1.6 Operating Conditior̂ s .̂  , 5 
4.1.7 Test Report 5 
4.2 Measuring Equipment Requirements . 5 
4.3 SWeWed Enclosure 5 
4.4 Absortser-Lined Shielded Erxdosure (ALSE) 5 
4.4.1 Reflection Characteristics 6 
4.4.2 Objects in ALSE 6 

SAE T€ct¥wcal Standards Board Rotes provide tnat This repcn is puW«t>ed by SAE to advance t>e sute o* tccftncal arvJ engir>e«nng 
sderxxs. The use <y this report ben6re«yvofcjr«ary. and its appJk=aDaityaf>dsurtab*tyfcxa^ 
infrir>gerT>ent ans4r>g therefrom, is the sole resporttibJCtyo<the user* 

SAE reviews each tcchr«ca« report at teast every five years a( which cme rt may be reatfirmed." revised, or carxreBed. SAE invrtes your 
wntlen comments and suggestKXts. 
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4.5 Receiver 6 
4.5.1 Minimum Scan Time , g 
4.5.2 Measuring Instroment Barxiwidth 6 

5. Antenna and Impedance Matching Requirements-4/ehide Test 7 
5.1 Type of Antenna 7 
5.2 Measurement System Requirements 7 
5.2.1 Broadcast Bands... .. .. 7 
5J2.2 Communications Bands (30 to 1000 MHz) 8 

6. Method of Measurement , 9 

7. Lirrots for VeNde Radiated Distuibances '. 9 

Appendix A Antenr» Matchir>g Unit—Vehicle Test 12 
Appendix B Notes on the Suppression of Intaference 14 

Figure 1 Method of Determination of Conformance of Radiated/Conducted Ksturtjance 4 
Rgtjre 2 Examf^ Gain Curve 8 
Figure 3 Vehide Radiated Emissions—Examf^ for Test Layout (Erxl View With Monopde Antenr«) 10 

Table 1 Examples of Broadband D'tsturt>arK£ Sources by Duration 5 
Table 2 Minimum Scan Time ~ 6 
Table 3 Measuring Instrument Bandwidth (6 dB) .—. 7 
Table 4 Anterma Types 7 
Table 5 Limits of Disturbance—Complete Vehide 11 

1. Scope—This SAE Slandand contains test fenits' and procedures for the measurement of radio <fisturt3ances in the 
frequency range al 150 kHz to 1000 MHz. The doaanent appGes to any electronic/electrical component intended 
for use in vehides. Refer to International Telecommurecations Union (TTU) PubDcafions for details of trequency 
allocations. The test limits are intended to provide protection for recervers installed n a vehide from dtsturtances 
prodtx:ed tjy components/modules in the same vehide.* 

The receiver types to be protected are: broadcast radio and TV. larKl-nxDbile radio, radio telephone, amateur and 
citizens' radio. 

The limits in this document are recommended arxl subject to modification as agreed between the vehide 
manufacturer and the component supplier. This document shall also be applied t>y manufacturers and suppliers 
of components and equipment wfiich are to tie added arxi connected to the vehide harness or to an on-board 
power connector after delivery of the vehide. 

This document does not irvdude protection of electronic control systems from RF emissiorK, or from trar^ient or 
pulse type voltage fluctuations. These subjects are covered in other sections of SAE J551 and in SAE J1113. 

* Only a vehide lest can be used to detenhine the component oorhpatibility to a vehide limit-
' Adjacem vehicles can be expected to be protected in rr*ost situatiorK. 
• Adequate TV protectjoo wiK resutt from compliance with the levels al the mobile servica frequencies. 
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* The Wond Administrative Radioconvnurttcatioctt ConfererKe (WARC) lower frequerKy limit in region 1 was 
reduced to 148.5 kHz in 1979. For vrfuculaf purposes, tests al 150 kHz are oonsidefBd adequate. For the 
purpose of ttiis document, test frequency ranges have been generaBzed to cover ranfio services in various parts of 
the worW. Protection of radio reception at aĉ acent frequencies can be expected in most cases. 

2. References 

j 2.1 Applicable Documents—The foflowing putiGcatior̂  contain provi^or^ which, through rrfererK» in this text 
constitute proviskxts ot ttiis document At the time of publication, tfie e(£tkxis indicated were vafid. AM documents 
are subject to revisksn, and parties to agreements based on this dtxument are encouraged to investigate the 
poss9}iIity of applying the most recent etfitions of the docuiients kxficated. Members o( (EC and 1 ^ 
registers of curteritly vafid Intematxanai Starvlards. 

• 2.1.1 SAE PuBUCATO*—Available from SAE, 400 Commonwealth Drive, Wanendale, PA 15096-0001. 

SAE J551/1 MAR94—Performance Levels and Methods of Measurement of Gectiomagnetic Compatitsflity of 

Vehttdes and Devices (60 Hz to 18 GHz) 

2.1.2 CISPR PUBLICATION—Available from??? 

CISPR 16-1:1993-08—Spedficalion for radio distuitiance arxl immunity measuring apparatus and mettxxls. 

Part 1: Radio disturbance and invnunity measuring apparatus. 

3. Definitions—See SAE JSSm. 

4. Requirements Common to Vehicle and Component/Module Emissions Messurem&it 

4^1 General Test Requirements and Test Plan 

. ̂ .1.1 TEST PLAN NOTC—A test plan shoiAf be established for each item to be tested. The test j^an sfvxjkl specify the 
frequency range to t>e tested, the emissions fimits, the disturtsarx^e classification [broadtiarxl (k)r>g or short 
duration) or narrowtjand], antenna types arvd kx:ations. test report requirements, supply voltage, and ottier 
relevant parameters. 

4.1.2 DETERMINATION OF CONFORMANCE Wrm UMITS—If the type of disturbance is unknown, tests shall be made to 
determine wtiether measured emissiorts are narrowtiand arxl/or broadt>and to apply limits properly as specified in 
the test plan. Figure 1 outiir>es the procedure to t>e foflowed in determining conformarx:e witii limits. 

4.1.3 CATEGORIES OF DtsruRBANCE SOURCES (AS APPUED IN T>i£ TEST PLAN)—Electromagnetic disturt>ance sources 
can be divkJed into three types:* 

a. Continuous/k3r>g duration broadband and automatk:alfy actuated short duratksn devk:es 
b. Manually actuated short duration Ixoadband 
c. Narrowtsand 

•• For examples see 4.1.4 arxd 4.1.5 and Table 1. 
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FIGURE 1—METHOD OF DETERMINATION OF CONFORMANCE 
OF RADIATED/CONDUCTED DISTURBANCE 
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4.1.4 EXAMPLES OF BROAOBANO OtsmiRBANCE SOURCES 

NOTE—The examples n Table 1 are intended as a giflde to assist in determirMng wtwii test fimits to use in the 
test plan. 

TABLE 1—EXAMPLES OF BROADBAND DISTURBANCE SOURCES BY DURATION 

Corrtinuous Long Duration' Short Duration' 
Ignition system Wiper motor Power antenna 
Active ride control Heater blower motor Wasfier pump motor 
Fuel irijection Rear wiper motor Door nwrof motor 
Instrument regulator Air concfiiorang compressor Central door lock 
Alternator Engine coofirvj Power seat 
* As defir^ed m ttie test plan. 

4.1.5 NARROWBAND DISTURBANCE SOURCES—Disturtiances from sources employing nwcroprocessors. digital logic, 
oscillators or dock generators, etc., cause narrowtDand emissions. 

4.1.6 OPERATING CONorrxDNS—All continuous and king duration systems shall be operated at their maximum RF 
noise creating corxjitions. All intermittently operating systems (i.e.. thermostatically controlled) that can operate 
continuousty safely, shall be caused to operate continuously. 

When p>ertorrrung the nanowtiarxl test, broadtiand sources (le.. ignition system, in particular) may create rxMse pf 
higtier amplitude. In this situation, it w3l be r>ecessary to test for narrowbarxj noise with the igrvtion switch OH, txjt 
the engine rK>t running. 

4.1.7 TEST REPORT—The report shall contain the infomtation agreed upon by the customer and the sirpplier. 

4.2 Measuring Equipmerrt Requirements—All equipment shall be calibrated on a regular basis to assure continued 
conformarvDe of equipment to required charaderistics. The measurir>g equipment rxjise fkxjr shall be at least 6 dB 
less than the limit sf>ecified in the test plan. 

4.3 Shielded EncJosure—The ambient electromagnetic noise levels shall be at least 6 dB t)elow the test limits 
specified in the test plan for each test to be performed. The shieWirTg effectiveness of the shielded endosure shall 
be suffident to assure that the required ambient electromagnetic rxDise level requirement is met 

The shielded erxrtosure shall be of suffident size to ensure that neittier the vehide/EUT nor the test antenna shall 
be doser than (a) 2 m from the walls or ceiling, and (b) 1 m to the r^earest surface of the absort)er material used. 

4.4 Absorber- l ined Shielded Endosure (ALSE)—For radiated emission measurements, however, the reflected 
energy can cause errors of as much as 20 dB. Therefore, it is necessary to apply RF absorber n^aterial to the 
walls and ceiling of a shieWed er^dosure thai is to t>e used for radiated emissions measurements. No absort>er 
material is required for the floor. The folkiwing ALSE requirements shall also be met for performir)g radiated RF 
emissions measurements: 
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4.4.1 FtEFLECTKJNCHARACTERisTKS—The reflection characteristics of the ALSE shal be such that the rnaxinumenor 
caused by reflected energy from the walls and ceiling b less than 6 dB in the frequency range of 70 to 1000 »/frir 

4.4.2 OBJECTS IN ALSE—In partkajlar. for radiated emissions measuremerts, the ALSE sha« be deared of all items 
not pecti»>ert to the tests. This is required in order to reduce any effed they may have on the measuremenL 
induded are unnecessary equipment, cable fades, stoiage cabinets, desks, chairs, elc. Personnel not acfivefy 
involved in the test sfiall be excluded from the ALSE. 

]4£ Reoeh/er—Scanning receivers ^utidh meet the requirements of CISPR 16 are satisfactory for measurements. 
Manual or automatic frequency scanrung may be used. Spednmi analyzsns and scanning receivers are 
particularty useful for interfererK» measurements. Special oon^deralion shal be given to ovedoad, finearity. 
selectivity, and the normal response to pulses. The peak detection mode of spectium analyzes and scanning 
recdvers provkJes a display indication whk* is never less than the quasH)eak indication tor the sarne bandwi^ 
It may be convenient to measure emissions using peak detection because of the faster scan possi^ than with 
quasiiJeak detection. VVhen quasi^jeak finiits are t>eing used, aiiy peak rneasurernents dose to the fimit shafl be 
measured using tfie quasi-peak detector. 

•4.5.1 MINIMUM SCAN TIME—The scan rate of a spectrum analyzer or scanning receiver sfafl be adjusted for the 
CISPR frequericy l>arxJ and detection wode used. The rhinimum sweep time^requerKy (le., most rapkl scan 
rate) is listed in Table 2: 

TABLE 2—MINIMUM SCAN TIME 

Band Peak Detection Quast-Peak Detection 
A 9 to 150 kHz Does rxTt apply Does rxjt apply 
6 0.15 to 30 MHz lOOms/MHz 200s/MHz 
C D 30 to 1000 MHz 1 ms/100 ms/MHz' 20s/MHz 
Band definition from CISPR 16 Part 1 , 

* When 9 kHz btandwkHh is used, the 100 rns/MHz value shall be used. 

Certain signals (e-g.. tow repetition rate or internvtlent signals) may require 
skjwer scan rates or multiple scans to insure that the maximum amplitude 
has tjeen measured. 

4.5.2 MEASURING iNSTRUMeNT BANOWIOTVJ—The tjandwkJth of the n^asuring instrument shall be chosen such that the 
rxDise floor is al least 6 dB lower than the fimit curve. The barviwidths in Table 3 are recommended. 

NOTE—When the bandwidth of the measuring instrument exceeds the tandwidth of a nanowtjand signal, the 
measured signal amplitude will rxat t>e affected. The in<ficated vakje of impulsive broadband noise will be 
lower when the measuring instrument bandwidth is reduced-
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TABLE 3-MEASURING INSTRUMENT BANDWIDTH (6 dB) 

Frequenq^ Band Broadband Broadband Nano%vband Nanrowtiand 
MHz Peak q^'eak Peak Average 

0.15-30 9kHz 9kHz 9kHz 9kHz 
30-1000 FMbroadcast 120kHz 120kHz 120kHz 120kHz 

MoMe sendee 120 kHz 120 kHz 9 kHz 9 kHz 

If a spectmm analyzer is used for peak measurements, the video barxlwkjth shall be at least ttvee times the 
resolution barxlwkith. 

For the narrowtsarvi/t^roadtjand discrimination accorcfing to Figure 1. both barxlwklths (with peak arxf average 
detectors) s f ^ be kienticaL 

S, Antenna and Impedance Matching Requirements—Vehide Test 

5.1 Type of Antenna—An antervia of the type to be supplied with the vehide shall be used as ttie measurement 
antenna. Its location and attitude are determined accortfing to the pKtxluctJon specifications. 

If no antenna is to tie furnished with the vehide (as is often the case with a mobile radio system), the antenna 
types in Table 4 shaD be used for the test The antenna type and kx^ation shall be induded in the test plan. 

TABLE 4-ANTENNA TYPES 

Band 
Broadcast 

LW AM 
MW AM 
SW AM 
VHF FM 

Mobile Services 
30-54 
70-87 

144 -172 
420-512 
800-1000 

Antenna Type 

1 mmorxjpole 
1 mmorwpole 
1 mmorK)pole 
1 m monopole 

loaded quarter wave moTKjpole 
quarter wave monopole 
quarter wave rrxjnopole 
quarter wave morx)pole 
quarter wave monopole 

5.2 Measuremerrt System Requirements 

.5J2-1 BROADCAST BANDS—For each band, the measurement shall be made with instrumentation wfiich has the 
specified diaracteristics. 
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5^1.1 AMBtoadcast 

a. Long Wave (ISO to 300 kHz) 
b. MedbmWave(0.S3to2DMHz) 
c Short Wave (5.9 to 6.2 MHz)* 

The measurir>g system shall have tJie foflowing diaraderistics: 

a. 
b. 

c. 
f. 

Output ImpedarKS of Impedance Makiwig Device: 50Q resistive. 
Gain: The gain (or aHerMJation) of the measuring equipment shaD be known with an accuracy of ±0.5 d a The 
gain of ttie equ^xrwnt shall remain wittiin a 6 dB envekipe tor each frequerK:y tsarxJ as shown in Figure 2. 
Caflbration stiall be performed in aocordanoe with Appendix A. 
Compression Point: The 1 dB compressnn point shall occur at a sine wave voltage level greater ttian 
60dB(nV). 
Measurement System Noise Ftoor. The noise fVxx of the combined equ^xnent rxiuding measuring 
iristrument, rrakiung amplifier, arxl prearrpBier C«f used) sfial be al least 6 dB tower than t ^ 
Dynamc flange: From ttie rx>ise fkxx to the 1 dB compresskxi point 
Input Impedarx^e: The impedance of the measuring system at the Input of the matching network shall be at 
least 10 times the open drcuit impedarx:e of the artificial antenna network ki Apperxfa A. 

Gain 
(dB) 

1 • "" ' * ̂ "^y*"-?"TsLT^ 

6dB 
envelope 

low high 

FIGURE 2-EXAMPLE GAIN CURVE 

5-2.7-2 FM Broadcast (87 to 108 MHz)—Measurements shall be taken with a measuring irtstrumerTt which has an 
mput impedaix» of 50 Q. If the stancSng wave ratio (SWR) is greater tfian 2:1, an input matching rietwork shall be 
used. Appropriate connection shall be made for any attenuatiorVgain of the maldwg unit 

5.2.2 COMMUNICATIONS BANDS (30 TO 1000 MHz)—The test procedure assurr̂ es a 50 Q measuring ir̂ stiument and a 
50 CI arrtenna in the frequency range 30 to 1000 MHz. If a measuring instrument arxi an antenr\a with differing 
impedances are used, an appropriate network and connection factor shall be used. 

AWxxjgn inere are sevcfai crthe< sfori wave txTjardcast txands, this particular band has been chosen becaitsa it is most comrrwnfy used ir 
veTudas. It is expecled that other short wave bands wfl be protected by conformance to the IrrBts in this tiand. 
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6. Method of Measurement—As a general principle, the disturtwince vottage shall be measured at the temwals of 
the racfio receiving antenna placed at tfie corred vehide k)catior»(s). 

To determine the dtsturbarxx charaderistics of indivkJual disturbance sources or distuitjarKe systems, afl sources 
shal be forced to operate IrxteperxJently across their range of normal operating conditiorts (transient effects to be 
determined). 

The disturtiance voltage shall be measured at tt^ receiver erxj of the antenna coaxial cable using the ground 
contact of the conr>ector as referervs. The anterwia corviector shall be grounded to the housng of the orv-board 
racfio (center corvjuctor of the antenna coax is not conr^eded to the on-board ra(£o). The radto housing shall be 
grourxied to the vehtole body using the production harness. The use of a high qtjafity doutsle shiekled cable for 
oorviectkyi to the rr>easuring receiver is required. 

N O T E — The use of ferrite or other suppresston material on the exterior of the coax is recommended, particularty 
betow 2 MHz, for suppression of surface cunrer\ts. 

A coaxial txilkhead cormedor shafl be used (or connection to the measuring receiver outskJe the shielded room. 
See Figure 3. 

Some vehrcles may altow a receiver to be mounted in several locations (e.g., under the dash, urxjer the seat 
etc.). In these cases a test shall be carried out as specified in the test plan for each receiver location. 

7- Umrts for Vehicle Fladiated Disturf3ances—T\\e limits of disturt>arx:e may t>e different for each disturbarK« 
source. Long duration dtsturt>ance sources such as a heater blower motor must me^ a rrwre stringent 
requirement than short duration dtsturtsance sources. Short duration disturtsance sources may be decided upon 
by the vehide manufacturer. For example, door nvrror operation may be altowed at a higher level of rfisturt̂ arKe. 
as it is operated for only 1 or 2 sat a time. Coherent er>ergy from rrucroprocessors is more ol̂ ectiorrable t>ecause 
it resemtrfes desired signals and is continuous. 

For acceptable radk) reception in a vehkde. the disturt>ance vottage at the end of the antervia cable shall rxjt 
exceed the values shown in Table 5. 

PREPARED BY THE SAE EMR STANDARDS COMMITTEE 
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DETAIL VOVOF 
ANTENNA INTERCONNBCT 

1. Measuring instrumenl: 
2 . ALSE 
3 . BuJJchead connector 
4 . Antenna ( see 5,1) 
5. EDT 
6. Typical absorber material 
7. Antenna c o a x i a l cable 
8. High q u a l i t y double sh ie lded coaixial cable 
9. Housing of on-board radio 
10. Impedance matching u n i t (when required) 
11. Optional t e e connector with one l e g removed 

FIGURE 3—VEHICLE RADIATED EMISSIONS-EXAMPLE FOR TEST LAYOUT 
(END VIEW WITH MONOPOLE A^f^B4NA) 
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TABLE 5-4JMmS OF OISTURBANCS-COMPLETE VEHICLE 

Band 
LW 

MW 

SW 

VHF 

VHF 

VHF 

VHF 

UHF 

UHF 

Frequency 
(MHr) 

O.tS-0.30 

0 5 3 - 2 . 0 

5 .9 -6 .2 

3 0 - 5 4 

7 0 - 8 7 

8 7 - 1 0 8 

144-172 

420 -512 

800-1000 

TanninalNolM 
Vottage 

• t fUcalvw 
AntBflna T«fmlo«« 

d8(MV) 
Broadband 
ConUiwious 

OP 
9 

6 

6 

6 (IS*) 

6(15-) 

6(15*) 

6(15*) 

6(15-) 

eos-) 

TanniaaiNolsa 
Voltag« 

at RaoMwr 
Antaona TanninsI 

d B ^ 
Broadbartd 
Continuous 

P 
22 

19 

19 

28 

28 

28 

28 

28 

28 

TartniradNotM 
Voltaga 

atRaoaivar 
Antanna Tarmlnaf 

dB((tV) 
Broadband 

Short Ouradon 
OP 
IS 

IS 

6 

15 

15 

15 

IS 

IS 

IS 

Tarminai Notoa 
Vottaga 

atRaoatvar 
Aiitarma Tannlnal 

dB((lV) 
Broadband 

Stiort Ouradon 
P 
28 

28 

19 

28 

28 

28 

28 

28 

28 

Tarminai Nolsa 
Vottaga 

atRaoaivar 
AntwmaTartnifui 

dSOiV) 
Nammtjand 

P 
6 

0 

0 

0 

0 

6 

0 

0 

0 
Afl broadband values listed in iNs tabto era vafid tor the t>andv<rtdit) spedSed in Tatto a 

Stereo signals may tie mcxB stsoeptfljla to irterferenca than tvoexauni signais in the FM-broadcasl t>and. This phenomenon has 
beon factored into the VHF (87 to 106 » A ^ finvt 

It b assumed that protscaion o< sarvkses operating on frequencies immecfiatety t)eknv ^ 
for services at)ov« 30 MHz are obsaorad. 

' Umtt for ignilion systeots oniv. 
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APPaUXXA 
(JtiottttBtM^ 

AMTENNA MATCHING UNIT—VBflCLE TEST 

A.1 Antenna Matching Unit Parameters (ISO kHz to &2 MK^^The reqtiraneflts (or the meastirement equiptnent 
are defined in 5.2.1. 

AJ2 Antenna MaUMng Unit—Calibration—Ihe ai&dai antenna netwofk of FigtJtB Al is used to n^ifesent the 
antenna tndu<£ng the coaxial cable. The 60 pFcapaatof represents the capadtance of the coa»al cable between 
the car antenna and the irput of the car rado. 

50Q 

SIGNAL 
GENSiATOR 

AFmHOAL 
ANTO^NA 
NETWORK 

ANTH^NA 
MATCHING 

UNIT 

MEASURING 
RECaVER 

RGURE Al—CAUBRATION SET-UP 

AJL1 Gain fJleasitremcnt—The antenna matching itnit shafl be measured to detemiine whether its gain meets the 
requirements of 5.2.1.1 using the test arrangement shown in Figure A l . 

A i 2 Test Procedure 

a. Set the signal generator to the starting earner frequency with 1000 Hz, 30% amplitude modulation and 40 dB 
OtV) output level. 

b. Plot the gain curve for each frequency segment 

A:3 Impedance Measut^nent-Measurement of the output impeaance o^^ne^^.*.*^^^.^u^,^^cm^Q una 
^ S t e made with a vector impedance meter (a equh^lert test eqt^m^rt)^ The a ^ ^ 

X i a dn:le on a Smith chart o ^ 100 * jO a having its center at 50 * ,0 Q (e.g. SWR less than 2 to 1). 
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APPENDIX B 
(Informative) 

NOTES ON -me SUPPRESSION OF IN IEHFEHENCE 

8.1 Introductiorh-Success in pnaviding radio disturtsarKe suppression for a vehide requires a systematic 
investigation to identify sources of intetference whidi can be heard in the loudspeaker. This interferenoe may 
reach ttie receiver arxi loudspeaker in various ways: 

a. Disturtjarx»s couj^ed to the antenna 
b. Oisturtiances coupled to the antenna cable 
c Penetration into tfie receiver efKlosure via the power supply cables 
d. Direct radiation into the feoeiver (immunity of an automotile radio to radiated interference) 
e. Oisturtiances coupled to all otJier cables connected to the automobile receiver 

Before the start of the investigalJon, the receiver housing, the antenna base, arxj each end of the shield of the 
antenna cable mtrst be correctly grounded. 

BJZ Disturbances Coupled to the Antenna—Most types of (fsturtiances reach the receiver via the antenna. 
Suppressors can be fitted to the sources of disturbarvres to reduce these Elects. 

BJ3 Coupling to the Antenna Cable—To minimize coupling, the antenna cable stioukJ not be routed parallel to the 
wiring harness or other electricaJ cables, and should be placed as remotely as possible from them. 

B.4 Clock Oscillators—Radialion/conductwn from on-board electratic modules may affect other components on the 
vehide. Significant harmonics of the execution dock (^-OodfT) must not coirvade with duplex transceiver 
spadngs, rxjr with receiver channel frequerxaes. The furxlamental frequency of osdilalors lised in autonxjtive 
modules/components shall not tse an integer fraction of the duplex frequency of any mobile trar^sceiver system in 
operation in the country in wtiich the vehide win be used. 

fi.5 Other Sources of Information—Corredive measures for penetration by receiver wiring and by dired radiation 
are covered in other publications. Similarly, tests to evaluate the immunity of a receiver to conducted ar»d dired 
radiated dis1urfc>ances are also covered in other pubiicatioris. 
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APPENDIX C 

LIST OF TxDOT LOW-BAND-VHF RADIO FREQUENCIES (MHz) 

45.680 * 

45.720 * 

45.800 * 

45.840 * 

47.020 

47.040 

47.060 

47.080 

47.100 

47.120 

47.140 

47.160 

47.180 

47.200 

47.220 

47.240 

47.260 

47.340 

Note: * These frequencies used only for mobile-radio transmission to a repeater and not 
for mobile-radio reception. 
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